DEMOCRAT SAMPLE BALLOT
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
PRIMARY ELECTION
MARCH 15, 2016

Instructions to Voters: Completely darken the oval • to the left of your choice as shown. Use pencil, black or blue pen. Do not use red ink.

DO NOT ERASE
DEMOCRAT PARTY
SAMPLE BALLOT
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY ELECTION

MARCH 15, 2016
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
FOR U.S. PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE

☒ Hillary Clinton
☒ Henry Hewes
☒ Roque “Rocky” De La Fuente
☒ Bernie Sanders
☒ Keith Judd
☒ Willie L. Wilson
☒ Martin J. O’Malley
☒ John Wolfe
☒ Jon Adams
☒ (UNCOMMITTED)